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Hypnos, a family-run British company, has been handcrafting
luxury beds and mattresses using time-honoured methods
for over 100 years. Indeed Hypnos has been trusted by the
finest homes, palaces and hotels since 1904 to provide a
deeply relaxing and rejuvenating night’s sleep, fulfilling dreams
for a long and healthy life.
Each stylish Hypnos bed is made by master craftsmen in Buckinghamshire,
England. Their passion, experience and unparalleled attention to detail guarantees
exceptional, long-lasting comfort and quality.
Hypnos’ assured quality is reinforced by a 10 year guarantee and by a Royal
Warrant from Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, which provides a mark of the
best of British manufacturing, underlining Hypnos’ commitment to sustainability
“The Royal Warrant

and reputation for making the most comfortable beds in the world.

reinforces Hypnos’ bed
making reputation for the

Choose your comfort level and mattress, then create your own bespoke bed, with

very best of British quality.”

your preferred divan base, headboard style, fabric colour, hidden storage, plus your
choice of legs or feet. Hypnos will then handcraft your authentic piece of beautiful
furniture – a sublime expression of enduring British craftsmanship.

“We truly believe that
a Hypnos bed will be the
most comfortable bed
you’ll ever own.”
James Keen
Managing Director
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T H E P OW E R O F S L E E P
WA K E U P B E A U T I F U L LY

Did you know, we spend a third of our lives in bed asleep?
Making sleep a priority in your life is one of the easiest ways
to help improve your health and wellbeing. At Hypnos we
take our responsibility seriously for helping you sleep well
and wake up better. We have a talent for creating supremely
comfortable and beautiful beds that help you enjoy a
relaxing and rejuvenating night’s sleep, helping to improve
your daytime alertness, productivity and performance.
Sleep protects both your physical and mental health and, subsequently, your quality
of life. It also plays a major role in stimulating growth and development, repairing
muscles and tissues, boosting your immune system and maintaining beauty by slowing
down the ageing process. A good night’s sleep allows you to wake up feeling
energised, refreshed and ready to tackle the day ahead.
For the best night’s rest, it is essential your bed offers the right type of comfort
and support whilst your room provides a calm environment to allow your body,
mind and soul to fully relax.
We passionately believe that the quality of your sleep is dramatically enhanced
by sleeping on a mattress made with breathable natural fibres and intelligent pocket
springs. These work in harmony to minimise pressure points and care for your spine
and posture, whilst also helping to regulate body temperature and repel allergens.

“Sleep is central to a healthy
and happy life, helping the
body to fight disease and
allowing you to live life
to its fullest.”
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B R I T I S H H E R I TA G E
T R U S T E D S I N C E 19 0 4

For many years, High Wycombe in Buckinghamshire was
the ‘furniture capital of England’ and this is where George
Henry Keen decided to set up his furniture business.
Peter Keen, our Chairman, is the fourth family generation to run
this

award-winning

business,

dedicated

to

making

the

finest

handcrafted beds for homes, palaces and hotels around the world.

“From George Henry Keen to

His son James Keen directs the teams and workshops that service

James Keen, our family values

consumers via our international retailer network, together with his sister,

have never been stronger.”

Sarah Keen, who ensures the smooth realisation of their expectations.
Indeed the Keen family’s furniture-making heritage goes back to the late 19th

Peter Keen
Chairman

century, with its chair upholstery skills renowned throughout England. The Keen’s
first Royal Warrant was received in 1929 following commissions completed for
Windsor Castle and Buckingham Palace, and they have held Royal Warrants ever
since. Today the family businesses and master craftsmen focus purely on the
production of luxury Hypnos mattresses and upholstered beds.
The Hypnos brand was established in 1904, with the famous God of Sleep
‘watermark’ introduced later and trademarked in 1927 to reinforce Hypnos’
authority in using natural fibres and pocket springs to create a truly relaxing,
healthy and rejuvenating night’s sleep. Ultimately it is Hypnos’ belief in the
art of sleep and in creating truly beautiful and aspirational beds that continues
to set us apart.
Hypnos has grown into a strong and trusted international business, with dedicated
manufacturing sites in England to look after both consumers and also the global
hospitality market. His Royal Highness, The Duke of York, officially opened
Hypnos’ new hospitality factory in 2016, and in doing so, congratulated Hypnos on
its commitment to sustainability and to being the world’s first carbon neutral
bed maker, a status first achieved in 2011.
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B Y R OYA L A P P O I N T M E N T
S L E E P L I K E R OYA LT Y

As a multi award-winning bed manufacturer, recognised
for

its

comfort,

sustainability

and

service,

Hypnos

is proud to have been granted a Royal Warrant, the
ultimate quality award.
The Warrant, which was first granted to the Keen family in 1929 by King George V
and later renewed by King George VI, The Queen Mother and Her Majesty The
Queen, is a sign of the best in British design, and is only awarded to those who can
demonstrate supreme quality with strong ethical and responsible production methods.
Furthermore, Hypnos actively supplies beds to the Royal Residences including
Buckingham Palace, Windsor Castle, St James’s Palace, Balmoral Castle,
Sandringham House, The Palace of Holyroodhouse and Kensington Palace.
Hypnos has even presented to the Royal Households at Buckingham Palace on the
importance of sleep and its impact on health. More recently the business created
bespoke upholstery commissions for The Royal Family, including replacing the
banquet seating for the Ballroom at Buckingham Palace.
It is achievements such as these that have made the Royal Warrant an integral
part of the way Hypnos operates, becoming part of the rich history behind the
family-run company. Additionally, it acts as a guide in the pursuit of innovation,
helping to reinforce the strength of Hypnos’ offering. It is this synergy which has
assisted the business in succeeding in international markets, ensuring you can be
confident that its products stand the test of time.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
TA I L O R E D TO YO U

Hypnos has been practicing and perfecting the art of making
luxurious beds since the 1900s. Each and every Hypnos bed is a
bespoke handcrafted creation, a masterpiece. Our philosophy and
commitment focuses on the pursuit of perfection, with every bed
lovingly handmade by master craftsmen, using traditional skills passed
down from generation to generation.
What’s more, our craftsmen’s time-honoured methods have been honed and refined
over a century to deliver consistently superior quality, authenticity and enduring
comfort. It is this knowledge and rich history which allows us to make beds that
we believe are the most comfortable in the world.
Our talented master bed makers place the elements of quality, comfort
and exquisite hand tailoring above all else, guaranteeing years of sumptuous and
deeply comfortable sleep.
Each bed from Hypnos is individually made to measure, made to order and made
by hand, tailored to your personalised comfort level, size, shape and style, using
the finest natural and sustainable materials for the ultimate restful night’s sleep.
This means you can design a truly bespoke and beautiful bed that will allow you

“Individually handcrafted,
made-to-measure luxury
beds – trusted by homes
and hotels since 1904.”

to wake up feeling completely revitalised and refreshed.
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Be inspired and
create your own bed...
Pictured here is the Hypnos Haven mattress
styled with a deep divan base and tapered
mahogany feet complete with a Victoria
euro-slim headboard, all in Hypnos Linoso
801 Slate upholstered fabric.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
I T ’ S I N O U R N AT U R E

“At Hypnos, we are
committed to reducing
our carbon footprint and
to using environmentallyfriendly materials of the

Sustainability has been at the heart of Hypnos for over 100 years,

highest quality.”

and we are proud to create handmade beds and luxurious sleep,
not only with a Royal Seal of Approval, but with a genuine claim to
be caring and responsible. We are, after all, the only bed maker in
the world to be carbon neutral.
Our ongoing pledge to help preserve our environment and reduce our carbon

This approach to sustainable design not only ensures no synthetic foams are

emissions has led to a series of awards and, together with Hypnos’ Royal Warrant

used in our mattresses, but also dictates we use only certified sustainable timbers

of Appointment, which ensures we comply with stringent sustainability guidelines

in our divans. Our workshops are FSC® certified and have passed the Sedex™

set by HRH The Prince of Wales, all reinforce our goal to lead the industry in

ethical trading audit, which, along with our PAS 2060 Carbon Neutrality

ethical, responsible and environmental best practice.

status, truly sets Hypnos apart in the world.

A sustainable design ethos ensures Hypnos uses the finest natural and sustainable

Our mattresses and beds are guaranteed to last a minimum of 10 years,

fibres, including traditional fleece wool from sheep alongside more exotic fibres

hence need to be replaced less frequently, helping conserve natural resources.

like cashmere, alpaca, horsetail and silk. All of these have long-lasting, soft and

They are also 100% recyclable at the end of their life, ensuring they never need

moisture-wicking properties, to create the most comfortable sleep environment,

to go to landfill. In addition, Hypnos has created a unique old-bed disposal

actively helping to regulate body temperature for a perfect night’s sleep.

and recycling service that ensures 100% landfill avoidance, with recycled raw
materials from deconstructed mattresses re-used in other industries.
Our wider commitment to sustainability can also be seen through the work we
do with ‘Business in the Community’, one of HRH The Prince of Wales charities,
which helps buisnesses tackle a wide range of issues that are essential to building
a fairer society and a more sustainable future. Examples of our work here range
from developing Apprenticeship programmes to actively supporting charities
and good causes in our community, focusing on working with young people on a
range of educational initiatives from Young Enterprise to donating trees to plant
in schools, teaching children about the importance of protecting the environment.
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Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured here is the Hypnos Monarch Supreme mattress with alpaca comfort layer styled
with a deep divan base, built-in storage drawers and chrome castors, complete with an Elizabeth
euro-wide winged headboard, all in bespoke Osamu Steel upholstered fabric by Harlequin.

O U R P E R F E C T C O M F O RT
THE ART OF SLEEP
Hypnos are experts in the art of sleep, honed from over a century
of bed making, mastering artisan techniques, whilst utilising the very
finest materials to create a breathable, resilient and active sleep system

N AT U R A L LY A L I G N E D

offering supreme comfort and total body support while you sleep.

WITH POCKET SPRING BODY SUPPORT
PRESSURE RELIEVING POCKET SPRINGS

HANDMADE SKILLS AND QUALITY

Pocket springs also create a ‘bellows-like’ effect that drives

At the heart of each mattress is Hypnos’ intelligent ‘suspension’ system to support

cool air around the mattress and facilitates greater hygiene.

your body from head to toe. Individual ReActive™ or UltraSens™ high-tensile

This extra breathability ensures better ventilation, helping to

steel springs are sewn into their own breathable fabric pockets, enabling the

reduce moisture and maintain a comfortable body temperature

independent movement of each to evenly distribute your weight.

for a healthy, relaxing and energising night’s sleep.

Each mattress is assembled and built by hand. The fabric
border is cut, sewn and finished with special chrome vents
to help keep the inside of the mattress cool, with a series of
handles sewn onto the border to help move the mattress.

Pocket springs actively minimise pressure points on the body, helping to
increase blood circulation and alleviate tension, which in turn allows your

It is in our nature to use natural fibres, and there can be no

spinal alignment and healthy back support.

doubt that these quality renewable fibres are perfect for

intuitive active turn technology. The more active turns in a spring, the greater
3 tier
UltraSens™ spring

painstakingly hand sewing the two together to create an

muscles to relax. Our mattresses mould to your body, leading to a natural

The shape of Hypnos’ pocket springs has been uniquely designed to incorporate

Each fabric border is attached to the pocket springs by

P U R E N AT U R A L F I B R E S

edge-to-edge sleep surface. A specialist two-ended 30cm
needle is used by our craftsmen to hand side-stitch a number

creating an active and resilient micro-climate to effectively

of rows at set intervals, creating a series of characteristic

help your body breathe and to keep you cool.

its ability to recognise your body’s unique imprint, sensing your shape, height and

Each mattress is made using a unique and subtly different

weight distribution, providing comfort and support exactly where you need it,

blend of generous layers of natural, sustainable and breathable

with each and every spring seamlessly adjusting to your every move.

fibres such as wool, horsetail, cashmere, alpaca and silk.

squares – the greater the number of rows, the stronger the
mattress will be.
The natural fibres are layered and teased by hand
onto both sleeping sides of the pocket springs and

The final weight and composition of the layers provide

held in place with a beautifully silky Belgian damask.

subtle differences to comfort and breathability gained from

The border and the top and bottom damask covers are

years of insight.

sewn together and finally the mattress is hand tufted, again

“All Hypnos mattresses
These soft and comfortable fillings promote air flow and

using long needles to pass twine straight through the mattress

10 year guarantee for

reduce moisture, thereby helping to regulate body temperature

from one side to the other. This holds all the natural fibres

ultimate peace of mind.”

and keep you cool. They also repel allergens, enhancing your

in place and under tension, which with the help of a woollen

sleep experience by creating the perfect environment for

tuft at each end of the twine, creates a beautiful ‘rolling’

rejuvenating rest.

sleeping surface.

and beds come with a
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BENEFITS OF

N AT U R A L F I B R E S

C OT TO N
Cotton is a naturally soft and fluffy fibre which provides great ventilation for a
mattress, reducing perspiration and high humidity. The fibres have great
absorbency, allowing the filling to breathe naturally. Cotton is also strong
and durable, making it not only a hygienic and comfortable filling, but also

WO O L
Wool is a soft, durable and sustainable fibre. This natural fibre has the ability to act as

a resilient one.

a climate control unit, keeping you warm in the winter and cool in the summer,
ventilating the mattress and allowing it to breathe. Wool is superb at reducing
moisture build up (it can absorb twice as much moisture as cotton), creating a

CASHMERE

more comfortable sleeping environment. It can also help inhibit the growth of

Cashmere has a unique softness and adds a luxurious feel to a mattress.

bacteria, fungi and dust mites, creating a more hygienic mattress filling.

The fibre’s natural resilience ensures that this exquisite softness will last for
years. The high moisture content allows its insulation properties to change
with the air humidity, helping to keep you warm in the winter and
cool in the summer.

PA S H M I N A
Pashmina is a fine type of cashmere wool fibre that provides a naturally
soft and sumptuous feel to a mattress. These fine fibres help reduce
moisture, keeping you cool and dry during the night, to provide you

SILK
Silk is a luxuriously soft and sensuous fibre with exceptional moisture absorbing and

with a supremely comfortable night’s sleep.

thermal qualities, helping to regulate body temperature throughout the year. Silk is
a very strong and durable filling and has the added benefit of being very breathable,
allowing air to pass through quickly.

BAMBOO
Bamboo is a natural and sustainable resource that, due to its inherent antibacterial
properties, is resistant to fungi, pests and bacteria, which can help avoid allergic

A L PA C A

reactions. Bamboo has the added benefit of being able to reduce moisture build
up, and is three to four times more absorbent than cotton, making it the perfect

Alpaca is made up of hollow fibres that allow water molecules to move freely,

fibre to be used in mattresses and in mattress ticks.

which in turn keeps you cool and dry during the night. Alpaca benefits those who
suffer from allergies as it naturally does not harbour dust mites or their allergens,
which can cause asthma or allergies in the bedroom.

H O R S E TA I L H A I R
Horsetail fibres have inate strength and springiness so they won’t break or
lose their natural flexibility, helping to restore the integrity of a mattress.

C A M E L WO O L

Each strand cushions and supports every contour of your body. As the fibre

Camel wool is used in a mattress due to its excellent thermostatic properties.

has a greater surface area, it can remove moisture faster, helping to regulate

The fibres reduce moisture keeping you dry and your mattress fresh, with the

body temperature as well as being quick-drying.

added benefit of providing an exquisitely soft and comfortable feel.
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P E R S O N A L I S AT I O N G U I D E
C R E AT E YO U R P E R F E C T B E D

C O M F O RT – A S U B T L E C H O I C E
Buying a new bed and mattress is a major decision. After all, your
rest and relaxation are at stake. At Hypnos, we offer a wealth of
subtly different comfort choices so you can find the optimal mattress
to suit your sleeping – and waking – preferences.
But which comfort level is the perfect match for you? How firm do you like
your mattress?
People enjoy different comfort levels, there is no substitute for visiting a retailer
and taking your time to try out the beds in their showroom. The way it feels to

BIG IS BEST

M A D E TO M E A S U R E S I Z E S

The general rule is to buy the biggest bed you can

Don’t forget all our beds are bespoke creations, so it’s easy

fit into your bedroom. The larger the bed, the more room

for us to make a bed of any size or indeed any shape; longer

you (and your sleeping partner) have to move without

for taller people; wider to accommodate your children as well;

disturbing each other.

tapered for a yacht berth; specially shaped at each corner for

lie and turn on the mattress is crucial – grab a pillow and adopt your preferred
sleeping position – allow the mattress to absorb the weight of your shoulders
and hips and check that your spine is straight.
If you and your partner prefer different levels of comfort, then choose our
zip and link service where a mattress is divided into two separate parts,

an antique four-poster bed frame.

allowing each to be made with slightly different comfort levels – then we

You should be able to lie side-by-side with your arms

simply zip them together.

behind your head without touching each other.
STYLE GUIDE

All of our mattresses are matched with an upholstered firm edge pocket

Remember, size does not only mean the width, but also

sprung divan base, providing the ultimate foundation giving extra comfort with

the length of the bed, which should be 10-15cm longer than

edge-to-edge support. Both mattress and divan are designed to work together

the tallest sleeper.

Your Hypnos bed can be as individual as you, tailor-made
to your exact requirements and styled to create a stand-out
centrepiece for your bedroom that fits beautifully with your

as a complementary set.

décor and personality.

Our standard bed sizes
Finally, for an even more luxurious, soft and cocooning feel, add one of Hypnos’
comfort layers onto the mattress for that extra finishing touch.
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From modern and contemporary loft and apartment living

	
W 90cm x L 190cm

(3’ 0” x 6’ 3”)

	W 135cm x L 190cm

(4’ 6” x 6’ 3”)

	W 150cm x L 200cm

(5’ 0” x 6’ 6”)

	W 180cm x L 200cm

(6’ 0” x 6’ 6”)

space-saving storage ideas, Hypnos will help to find a style

W 200cm x L 200cm

(6’ 6” x 6’ 6”)

that fits your environment.

within busy cities, or the grand scale of an elegant château or
country house, to the intimacy of smaller urban family homes
that enjoy a mix of traditional and timeless trends and practical
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Be inspired and
create your own bed...
Pictured here is the Hypnos Reserve
mattress styled with a deep divan base and
tapered mahogany feet complete with a
Charlotte euro-slim headboard, all in Hypnos
Imperio 904 Biscuit upholstered fabric.

Residence
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Viscose-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	ReActive™ 7 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	2000gsm
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

bonded wool and 1600gsm wool

3600gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer and extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Residence mattress, styled with a deep divan base,
complete with tapered mahogany feet and a Francesca extra-tall headboard,
all in Hypnos Imperio 602 Turquoise upholstered fabric.
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M editation
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Viscose-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	ReActive™ 8 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	4000gsm
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

bonded wool and 800gsm wool and silk mix

4800gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer and extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Meditation mattress, styled with a deep divan base
and oak bun feet, complete with a Paris euro-wide headboard,
all in Hypnos Herringbone Fawn upholstered fabric.
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Haven
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Viscose-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	ReActive™ 8 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

2 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	2000gsm

bonded wool, 2000gsm fleece wool and

800gsm wool and cashmere mix
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

4800gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer and extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Haven mattress, styled with a deep divan base
and tapered mahogany feet, complete with a Victoria euro-slim headboard,
all in Hypnos Linoso 801 Slate upholstered fabric.
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Reserve
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Viscose-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	ReActive™ 8 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	2400gsm

horsetail hair, 800gsm wool

and 2000gsm bonded wool
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

5200gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer and extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Reserve mattress, styled with a deep divan base
and tapered mahogany feet, complete with a Charlotte euro-slim headboard,
all in Hypnos Imperio 904 Biscuit upholstered fabric.
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Retreat
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Viscose-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	UltraSens™ 14 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	800gsm

wool, 2400gsm horsetail hair

and 2000gsm fleece wool
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

5200gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer and extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Retreat mattress, styled with a shallow divan base
and bespoke black and gold legs, complete with a Josephine shallow headboard,
all in Hypnos Imperio 805 Grey upholstered fabric.
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Sanctuary
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Viscose-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	UltraSens™ 16 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	2000gsm

alpaca, 2400gsm horsetail hair and 2000gsm

fleece wool
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

6400gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer and extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Sanctuary mattress, styled with a deep divan base,
chrome castors and valance, complete with an Elizabeth euro-wide winged headboard,
all in Hypnos Linoso 602 Blue upholstered fabric.
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Ambassadeur Supreme
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Wool-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	UltraSens™ 15 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	500gsm

wool and bamboo, 800gsm wool and cashmere,

1200gsm cotton, 2400gsm hair and 2000gsm bonded wool
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

6900gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer or extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Ambassadeur Supreme mattress, styled with a deep divan base in Henna Black
upholstered fabric by Sanderson and tapered mahogany feet, complete with a Faye extra-tall, euro-slim headboard,
upholstered in contrasting Ruskin Linden upholstered fabric by Sanderson.
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Marquis Supreme
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Wool-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	UltraSens™ 16 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	300gsm

wool, cashmere and silver, 500gsm wool and alpaca,

800gsm wool, 2400gsm hair and 2000gsm bonded wool
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

6000gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer or extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Marquis Supreme mattress, styled with a shallow divan base,
complete with round polished aluminium legs and a Harriett shallow headboard,
all in Hypnos Imperio 805 Grey upholstered fabric.
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Majesty Supreme
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Wool-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	UltraSens™ 17 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	400gsm

camel wool, 1000gsm wool, 2400gsm hair

and 2000gsm bonded wool
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

5800gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer or extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Majesty Supreme mattress, styled with a deep divan base and chrome castors,
complete with continental drawers, built-in Yale safe and a Katherine euro-wide winged headboard,
all in Hypnos Imperio 901 Cream upholstered fabric.
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Monarch Supreme
M AT T R E S S

With a full

10 Year

Guarantee

Wool-infused Belgian damask with embroidered name

C OV E R
SPRING TYPE

	UltraSens™ 17 turn

R OW S O F S I D E S T I T C H I N G

3 rows of genuine hand side-stitching

N AT U R A L F I B R E S 	600gsm

pashmina and bamboo, 1000gsm wool,

4000gsm alpaca and 1200gsm cotton
T O TA L F I B R E W E I G H T

6800gsm

T E N S I O N O P T I O N S 	Medium,

firmer or extra firm

Dual tension available with zip and link option
TURNABLE

Yes

All specifications listed apply to a W 150cm x L 200cm mattress.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Pictured above is the Hypnos Monarch Supreme mattress with alpaca comfort layer, styled with a deep divan base,
built-in storage drawers and chrome castors, complete with an Elizabeth euro-wide winged headboard,
all in bespoke Osamu Steel upholstered fabric by Harlequin.
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Comfort layers
COLLECTION

Specialist

loose

comfort

layers, using

the

finest

natural

and

sustainable fibres, can be added to create an extra-soft feel.
Hypnos’ comfort layers have been designed to work in harmony
with a Hypnos bed for truly luxurious sleep.
Each comfort layer provides an extra layer on top of the mattress, cocooning
your body whilst you sleep. The addition of a comfort layer allows you to tailor the
comfort to a level unique to your personal preference.
Hypnos’ collection of comfort layers works in harmony with a supportive mattress
to provide a soft and comfortable sleep experience. By adding a comfort layer,
you can increase the contact you have with the surface of the bed, thus creating
more support and additional comfort for the ultimate night’s sleep.

WO O L

A L PA C A

EMINENCE

S OV E R E I G N

	The 100% British wool filled topper not only provides

	
Upholstered with luxurious alpaca, the comfort layer

	
This sumptuous luxury topper features soft and

	This sumptuous luxury topper is upholstered with soft

an extra layer of comfort, it helps create a comfortable

provides a unique softness and aids temperature

breathable natural latex and lambswool to regulate

and breathable bonded hair and lambswool to regulate

and relaxing sleeping environment by regulating body

regulation, keeping you cool in summer and warm in

body temperature.

body temperature.

temperature for less disturbed sleep.

winter.

	
The topper can be attached to the mattress with

	
The addition of Solotex luxury cushioning, which

elasticated straps on each corner to ensure it stays

promotes airflow, provides outstanding softness and

in place.

has excellent shape retention, means your comfort is
guaranteed to last for years to come.

	
The wool is kept in place within the topper with a

	Covered in a luxurious, wool-infused Belgian damask for

sewn in panel frame construction to keep it nice
and lofty underneath you.

the ultimate in personal comfort.

	It is covered with a wool-infused Belgian damask and

	It is covered with a wool-infused Belgian damask and

embroidered with the Royal Arms and Hypnos name.
	
Latex

is

anti-microbial,

dust

mite

resistant

embroidered with the Royal Arms and Hypnos name.

and

	The wool and hair filling supports and cushions every

hypoallergenic.

contour of your body.

	The latex and wool filling helps provide superior back
support and outstanding pressure relief.

	As wool is anti-allergenic, this topper is ideal for those
with allergies.
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Be inspired and
create your own bed...
Pictured here is the Hypnos Meditation
mattress, styled with a deep divan base
and oak bun feet, complete with a Paris
euro-wide headboard, all in Hypnos
Herringbone Fawn upholstered fabric.

Style guide
D E S I G N A B E D T H AT I S
A S I N D I V I D UA L A S YO U
Stamp your personality on your bed by creating a stunninglydesigned centrepiece that complements your bedroom’s
décor and delivers a beautiful night’s sleep. Hypnos is an
innovative, design-led bed manufacturer with over 100 years’
experience in groundbreaking, yet practical, design.
Choose a traditional deep divan base, available with a choice of storage to
increase space in the bedroom. Alternatively, choose a contemporary shallow
divan for a floating bedstead look.
Select an upholstered headboard design to crown your bed and to create a
beautiful focal point in your bedroom.
Finally, either choose one of 45 stunning Hypnos upholstery fabrics, or select from
58 premium fabrics from our royally-approved partner, Sandersons, or even
source and supply your own fabric for the divan and headboard.

Be inspired and create your own bed...
Visit our website to see our full collection of fabric colours and design options.

www.hypnosbeds.com
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Style guide
D I VA N B A S E S T Y L E S
Bumper

	
Together, a Hypnos mattress and divan base provide optimal comfort and
support, with the assurance of unparalleled longevity and a great night’s sleep.
	We recommend a pocket spring firm edge divan base, which provides comfort
and support right up to the edge of the bed.
	
Each divan base is piped along the top and bottom for additional hand
tailoring and an elegant finish, and can come with or without a chrome Hypnos
name plate.
Round polished aluminium leg

	
Our traditional deep divan base comes with chrome castors as standard.
Personalise with a range of discreet wooden feet.
	Specify an upholstered skirt or an upholstered bumper to surround the foot of
the deep divan base. For the ultimate finishing touch, specify a wooden plinth
for your divan base.
	Our shallow ‘floating’ divan base provides a contemporary and modern twist.
Benefiting from Hypnos’ superior upholstery, this shallow and piped divan base is
available with a choice of ‘stand-out’ wooden and polished aluminium leg styles.

Natural oak tapered leg

Hypnos name plate

Wooden plinth

Standard chrome castor
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Skirt
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Style guide

Style guide

H I D D E N S TO R AG E - D R AW E R S

H I D D E N D I VA N S A F E

	
Our divan bases can also include drawers in various configurations to
accommodate your personal needs.
	Standard-size drawers can be combined with smaller continental-size drawers
for ease of opening next to bedside tables.
	
These drawers have been designed to accommodate lightweight items,
such as pillows, bed linen or clothing. We recommend a maximum weight
of 20kg per standard drawer, or 10kg per continental drawer.

4 side drawers

2 continental
and 2 side drawers

2 side drawers

2 side drawers
on single divan

	Hypnos has partnered with Yale, one of the world’s best-known, and preferred
lock brands, to discreetly add a safe into a divan base to store your valuables.
	
The safe is hidden and secured behind a beautifully-upholstered drawer
front built into the divan base.
	
For ultimate peace of mind the Yale safe comes accredited with £10,000
(€12.000) valuables protection and £1000 (€1.200) cash protection.
	
You can open the safe using a code chosen by yourself, so it’s easier to
remember and just as easy to reset. When you enter your code, the motorised
bolts withdraw and the door opens automatically.
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Style guide

Style guide

S U P E R S TO R AG E D I VA N B A S E

H I D E AWAY D I VA N B A S E

	
Our Super Storage divan bases provide the ultimate storage solution.
Simply lift up the top of the divan, which is hinged to the base, allowing you
to use the entire divan base for storage.
	Hydraulic springs make it easy to lift up even with the mattress in place.
	
This provides an excellent solution for smaller bedrooms, as you do not need
to allow room to pull out drawers.

	The Hideaway divan bases offer significant increases in storage capacity when
compared with traditional drawers.
	All storage areas are concealed behind beautifully-upholstered deep valances,
which cover the full height of the divan base. These practical and flexible pleated
valances provide an exquisitely tailored finish and attractive detailing, whilst
ensuring easy access to stored items.
	The Hideaway divan bases offer a unique choice of hidden storage with either
a deep large open cavity, hidden by a large fabric valance, or two drawers
also hidden by a large fabric valance.
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Style guide
HEADBOARD STYLES
	A beautifully-upholstered headboard provides a bold statement to frame your bed,
creating a stunning focal point and finishing touch to both the bed and the bedroom.
	Every design detail of the headboards has been carefully considered, providing

Harriett

Josephine

A striking symmetrical stylish pattern to create a real design
statement in the bedroom.

A contemporary design with three upholstered
horizontal panels.

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep.

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep.

Shown above in euro-slim and Imperio 602 Turquoise upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-slim and Linoso 905 Beige upholstered fabric.

Also available as a shallow option.

Also available as a shallow option.

a range of classic and contemporary styles, from simple and modern, to deep
buttoned, upholstered-to-the-floor headboards. Choose your headboard from
our collection of stunning designs.
	The rear of the headboard is upholstered in a black fabric, alternatively you can
request both sides of the headboard to be upholstered in your chosen fabric if
the rear will be seen once positioned.
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Eleanor

Isobella

A deeply-buttoned contemporary design bordered
with hand-piped detailing.

A deep cushioned centre panel, surrounded by a

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep.

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep.

Shown above in euro-slim and Linoso 804 Grey upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-slim and Panama 500 Green upholstered fabric.

Also available as a shallow option.

Also available as a shallow option.

heavily padded border and finished with hand-piped detail.

Paris

Vienna

A piped and decorative chrome-studded full-length border follows the outline
of this euro-wide headboard with gently curved top and stitched centre panel.

A deeply-buttoned and exquisite ‘winged’ euro-wide headboard. The side wings,
with piped detail, wrap around the head of the bed to provide a real design statement.

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep.

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep with ‘wings’ 30cm deep at their base.

Shown above in euro-wide and Imperio 901 Cream upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-wide and Slate Weave upholstered fabric.
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Style guide
HEADBOARD STYLES

Victoria

Charlotte

Elizabeth

Francesca

A luxurious euro-slim rectangular piped headboard
with two rows of four square segments.

The quirky geometry of the brick-like panels lend an
immediate uniqueness to the bedroom.

A sumptuous euro-wide piped headboard with ‘P’ shaped wings,
a curving inward header and a deeply-buttoned central panel.

A deeply cushioned headboard with four vertical panels.

Size: 161cm high by 9cm deep.

Size: 161cm high by 9cm deep.

Size: 161cm high by 9cm deep.

Shown above in euro-slim and Linoso 200 Red upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-slim and Imperio 501 Green upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-slim and Imperio 805 Grey upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-wide and Linoso 801 Slate upholstered fabric.

Also available as a shallow option.

Size: 161cm high or 132cm high by 9cm deep.

Decide on your headboard style

Katherine

Grace

An opulent euro-wide headboard with a curved top and unique
curved wings which wrap around the head of the bed for a true
design statement.

A deeply-upholstered modern headboard design
with three rows of deep-buttoned squares.

Size: 161cm high by 9cm deep with ‘wings’ 19cm deep at their base.

Shown above in euro-slim and Linoso 600 Sky upholstered fabric.

Shown above in euro-wide and Panama 603 Grey upholstered fabric.

Also available as a shallow option.

Size: 132cm high by 9cm deep.
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For a deep divan base choose from an elegant euro

(euro-slim) or slightly wider than the divan (euro-wide).

headboard, 132cm in height and upholstered to the

Alternatively those who have opted for a shallow divan

floor, available in the same width as the divan

base can specify a shallow style headboard.

Euro-slim

Euro-wide

Shallow
Only available with a shallow divan
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Bedding
COLLECTION

	Hypnos has a range of natural bedding designed to work in harmony with
a Hypnos bed for a truly luxurious sleep experience.
	Pillows made from natural latex, wool or alpaca are designed to cradle and
support your head and neck for a more comfortable night’s sleep.
	A wool-filled mattress protector will help protect your new bed investment
from spills and stains, as well as protecting against dust mites.
	Finally a luxurious alpaca duvet regulates your temperature throughout the year
to ensure you are cool in the summer and warm in the winter, helping to create
a natural sleep haven.
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Be inspired and
create your own bed...
Pictured here is the Hypnos Retreat
mattress, styled with a shallow divan base
and bespoke black and gold legs, complete
with a Josephine shallow headboard, all in
Hypnos Imperio 805 Grey upholstered fabric.

Hypnos Limited | Princes Risborough | Buckinghamshire HP27 9RS | England
T: +44 (0) 1844 348200 | E: sleep@hypnosbeds.com
@hypnosbeds

/hypnosbeds

www.hypnosbeds.com
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